
Courageous SADP Progress Briefing O4 February 2021 

Firstly, can I wish everyone a belated Happy New Year and I hope this finds you all in good spirits and 
coping with Lockdown Mk3. 

Key programme dates: 

SADP Completion date: August 2021 (delayed by COVID mainly but currently under review with LUSM) 

SADP current progress  

As some of you may have already heard on a very cold 1st December 2020, we achieved the milestone of 
flood up.  This as you may expect wasn’t without some last-minute hitches like commissioning group 
leaving a test connection on 3MBT Starboard after testing over the previous weekend.  Luckily this was 
spotted and sorted with the aid of a cherry picker before we started flooding the dock.  Our friends in the 
landing craft world also didn’t help with scaffolding still being rigged on all three of their platforms when we 
arrived and a total lack of Marines to man their craft during flood up.   

Eventually after a delay of 6 hours the sluice gate was opened and water finally started to flood the dock. 

 

LUSM Project Manager Rob Clift and myself on a final walk around of the boat prior to Flood Up 

  



The flood up carried on late into the evening with thankfully no issues with Courageous.  With the dock 
flooded we had a 2-day delay in moving out due to conflicts with other adjacent projects.  Under very 
threatening sky’s (which eventually dropped a lot of liquid sunshine) the caisson was opened and after a 
display of some really poor dabber heaving line throwing, we were eventually attached to a tug and slowly 
pulled from the dock into 5 basin and eased towards Smelly Corner. 

 

Once safely secured alongside the project’s priority was to start the underwater painting of the areas of the 
hull that had been up against the dock blocks.  The divers estimated two weeks to complete this task but 
unfortunately due to priority calls from operational platforms, the Christmas dockyard shut down and some 
members of the diving team testing positive for COVID, this task was not completed until the third week of 
January.  Due to restrictions placed upon them by the Facilities Operator, project were sadly unable to 
carry on with much other outstanding work whilst alongside in 5 basin. 

After lengthy discussions between Facilities, LUSM project and the team harvesting MCP’s off of a platform 
in 3 basin, a window of opportunity was identified for the boat to finally move back to her rightful home in 3 
basin so, at 0745 on Wednesday 3rd February 2021 the boat departed 5 basin for a 24 hour stay on 8WS.   

 

Courageous on the move with the help of tugs SD Eileen, SD Careful and SD Faithful 

 

 

 



 

The following morning, she slipped 8WS at 0730 and headed down river, under heavy skies and torrential 

rain (always good to see the casing party getting soaked  ).  Despite the Pilot seemingly missing the 3 
basin entrance and having great troubles getting the boat lined up straight, she eventually entered 3 basin 

just as the rain stopped and the sun came out. Evidently 3 basin was pleased to have us return   

 

  

There is still much work to be done but Darbs and I are in virtually daily contact with LUSM Project, 
Production and the DA’s discussing the work still outstanding and the planned way ahead.   

Stay Safe Everyone, Nige T 


